Recent developmental studies aimed at elucidating the evolutionary origin of insect wings highlight the difficulties of identifying homology between dramatically different structures.
Understanding the origins of apparently novel organismal features -those without identified ancestral precursors -is a major challenge for evolutionary biology. Such morphological innovations may arise in two distinct ways. They may result from a transformation of an ancestral feature so dramatic that traditional criteria for identifying the homology have failed. Alternatively, the feature may be a true novelty, a structure that arose de novo. The insect wing is a classic example of a morphological innovation whose origins remain obscure. Two competing hypotheses seek to explain the origin of wings: one postulates homology with an ancestral feature, whereas the other postulates that it arose de novo. The wing (a dorsal appendage) may be derived from a portion of the leg (a ventral appendage) of ancestral arthropods by dorsal migration around the circumference of the body [1, 2] . Although there is disagreement over precisely which portion of the leg would be involved, the wing is usually identified as a homologue of a dorsal proximal leg branch. Alternatively, the wing may have arisen de novo by lateral outgrowth of the dorsal thorax [3] . Distinguishing between these two hypotheses depends on our ability to recognize homology.
Traditional criteria for identifying homology, including similarity of structure, position and embryology, have been unable to resolve the origin of the insect wing. Embryological data showing that fly wings initially develop in close proximity to legs and then migrate dorsally [4] , and some paleontological reconstructions of ancestral arthropod legs [1] , support the idea that the wing arose by transformation of an ancestral structure. However, the presence of expanded lateral lobes in fossil and living basal insects supports the conflicting hypothesis that the wing arose de novo [3] . In a recent paper, Averof and Cohen [5] have presented a new look at the origin of insect wings, and attempted to resolve this age-old controversy by using a new criterion for establishing homology: comparative gene expression patterns.
Averof and Cohen [5] predicted that, if the insect wing is homologous to a dorsal leg branch, these structures will share some aspects of their development. The ancestral condition of branched trunk limbs persists in only one lineage of extant arthropods, the Crustacea. Thus, comparative studies of gene expression must relate the development of crustacean limbs to that of insect appendages. To investigate the relationship between patterning of the insect wing and crustacean limb, it is necessary to identify genes that have wing-specific functions in development. However, to interpret comparative gene expression patterns, it is also necessary to understand the relationship between insect and crustacean limb development. Because of their highly divergent morphologies, this is not a straightforward task. The brine shrimp Artemia franciscana, a crustacean with multi-branched limbs, has been the main subject of studies of crustacean limb development [6] [7] [8] , and Averof and Cohen [5] focused on this species in their study.
In contrast to Drosophila limbs, which are jointed, tubular structures with little variation along the dorsoventral axis, Artemia limbs are unjointed, flattened, paddle-like structures with distinctive dorsal and ventral projections, the epipods and endites (Fig. 1) . It is an unresolved question whether parts of an Artemia limb can be individually related as evolutionary homologues to parts of an insect limb. Is some portion of the Artemia limb homologous to the main axis of the fly limb and similarly patterned? If so, is this patterning mechanism also used in the Artemia limb branches? Alternatively, the patterning of epipods and endites might be different from that of the main axis, or the entire Artemia limb could be patterned as a whole. One might reasonably hope that analyzing the expression of genes with position-specific functions in Drosophila appendage development during Artemia limb development would help resolve these issues. The results from the first genes analyzed in this way [6] [7] [8] , however, are not fully consistent with any of these models.
Several genes that function in the specification of Drosophila limb development have now been examined in Artemia development. Drosophila appendage development is organized along three main axes: anterior-posterior (A-P), proximal-distal (P-D) and dorsal-ventral (D-V) (reviewed in [4] ). Each of these axes is characterized by the patterned expression of unique sets of genes. When the expression of these genes is examined in Artemia, it appears that A-P patterning mechanisms are shared between crustacean and insect limbs, but that there are differences along the P-D and D-V axes. For example, engrailed (en), which defines the posterior compartment of both limbs and wings in Drosophila, is also expressed in the posterior portion of Artemia limbs [6] , suggesting a conserved function (Fig. 1) . There are differences, however, in the expression patterns of two genes, Distal-less (Dll) and extradenticle (exd), along the P-D axis (Fig. 1) .
In Drosophila, Dll is required for the determination of distal limb fate, and is expressed in a domain along the P-D axis [4] that is largely complementary to that of exd, which is required for the determination of proximal limb fate [7] . In Artemia, Dll is expressed in discrete patches at the tips of the main axis and developing limb branches (Fig. 1), implying that each branch of the Artemia leg may represent a miniature module patterned similarly to the insect leg [8] . But exd expression is not consistent with this model: exd is initially expressed throughout the limb, and then becomes restricted to the proximal ventral regions [7] .
Both Dll and exd also show variation between Artemia and Drosophila in their patterns of expression along the D-V axis. In Drosophila, both genes are symmetrically expressed around the circumference of the tubular leg [4, 7] . In Artemia, by contrast, their expression patterns are markedly asymmetrical. Dll expression in Artemia is initially strongest in the ventral limb branches; it appears later, and less abundantly, in the distal epipod, a dorsal structure [8] . In its mature expression pattern in Artemia, exd is restricted to the ventral endites [7] and is surprisingly missing from the dorsal epipods. These studies suggest that patterning mechanisms along the P-D and D-V axes have diverged in branched and unbranched limbs.
To extend this analysis to wings, it is possible to take advantage of the differences between the ways the P-D and D-V axes are patterned in insect legs and wings, as shown by the existence of a number of mutations that severely affect the wing but leave the leg undisturbed. One major difference between insect leg and wing patterning is the existence of dorsal and ventral compartments in wing development. In the wing, dorsal fate is dependent on the expression of apterous (ap), which encodes a transcription factor that plays a key role in disc growth and patterning [4] ; ap is also expressed as a ring in the fourth tarsal segment of the leg (Fig. 1) , but serves no known function there [4] . Because of its upstream position in the regulatory network of the dorsal wing compartment and lack of similar function in leg patterning, ap is a good choice for a comparative study of wing origins. Another gene with a wing-specific function, pdm (also known as nubbin), encodes a POU-domain protein; this gene, though expressed throughout the wing (Fig. 1 ), appears to be required specifically in the wing hinge region for proper development along the P-D axis [9] ; pdm is also expressed in multiple rings along the P-D axis in developing Drosophila legs [9] .
When Averof and Cohen [5] examined the expression of ap and pdm in the multibranched appendages of Artemia, they found that their expression is restricted to the second of the two dorsal epipods (Fig. 1) after it becomes morphologically distinguishable as a limb branch. This exciting result is consistent with the insect wing being homologous to a distal epipod of the crustacean leg. But unfortunately these expression patterns turn out to be somewhat vexing and difficult to interpret, and highlight some of the difficulties in using developmental criteria for examining morphological homology.
One difficulty in interpretation arises from considering the expression patterns of ap and pdm in relation to other differences in limb patterning observed between Artemia and Drosophila. Both exd and Dll, which show symmetrical expression patterns along the D-V axis in the Drosophila leg, are asymmetrically expressed in the Artemia limb [7, 8] . Therefore, the dorsal restriction in the expression domains in Artemia of ap and pdm, which are expressed in symmetrical patterns along the D-V axis in the Drosophila leg, should not be totally unexpected. These asymmetries may reflect a critical difference in how brine shrimp and fly limbs are patterned, rather than homology of wings and epipods. Nevertheless, data on pdm expression in a crayfish, Pacifastacus leniusculus, make the story somewhat more compelling. In the articulated thoracic limbs of the crayfish, pdm is expressed not only in the distal epipod but also in a series of rings along the endopod (the main limb axis), reminiscent of its expression in Drosophila legs [5] . These rings of pdm expression do not occur in Artemia limbs or the first thoracic limb of the crayfish, concordant with their lack of joints.
Although ap and pdm expression in a crustacean epipod is consistent with the hypothesis that the wing evolved from a dorsal branch of the ancestral leg, these data do not suffice to identify insect wings and crustacean epipods as homologues. The discovery that genes important in insect wing development function in the development of crustacean limbs is also consistent with the hypothesis that insect wings arose de novo -the genes involved in crustacean epipod development may simply have been coopted for wing development. The possibility of co-option makes disentangling novelty from transformation of a precursor especially tricky, and poses a potentially common problem with using developmental and gene expression criteria for inferring homology.
The assumption underlying homology inferences based on analyses of gene expression patterns is that these are similar if, and only if, the structures in which the genes are expressed are homologous [10] . However, this assumption is not always true. There are examples both of nonhomologous structures that share developmental pathways and of homologous structures that do not [10] . The sharing of developmental processes by non-homologous structures may be common when morphological features evolve de novo. Although it is possible for novel morphological structures to result from the activity of novel genes, it is probably more likely for them to arise by co-opting old genes for new functions [10] .
In the case of insect wings, there are several features of the epipod that might make its developmental pathway amenable to co-option. Although the Artemia limb has two morphologically similar dorsal epipods, only the distal one expresses ap and pdm. Thus, the distal epipod appears to be patterned as an independent unit within the branched limb. This independence may have facilitated the cooption of some aspects of distal epipod patterning circuitry for new functions. In addition, its position as a relatively dorsal structure may have helped in the cooption of genes that came to regulate its development into novel dorsal structures.
In spite of these caveats, the unexpected finding that genes that regulate the development of fly wings are expressed in a crustacean epipod is intriguing and possibly indicative of an evolutionary relationship between these structures. It should be possible to test this notion further, and two ways come to mind. The first is to test a corollary of homology between insects wings and crustacean leg branches. If wings arose by dorsal migration of part of the leg, then one might expect that the lateral body wall of insects would be homologous with a portion of the crustacean limb, but if wings arose de novo, then the body wall patterning would more likely be similar in insects and crustaceans [3] .
The second is to acquire a more general understanding of gene co-option, addressing questions such as when it is most likely to occur, what types of gene are most commonly co-opted, and how gene regulatory networks are most commonly transformed when they are co-opted. More comparative data of the sort generated by Averof and Cohen [5] will be valuable not only for understanding the origin of insect wings, but more importantly because of what they begin to reveal about the way developmental pathways are transformed during the evolution of a complex organ, whether these transformations were initiated by the modification of an ancestral structure or the cooption of genes for patterning a new one.
